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ABSTRAC
CT
This paper inttroduces the coonception of seismic
s
fragilitty, gives the model
m
of seism
mic fragility annalysis, and plaaces emphasis on disccussing quantizzation processs of seismic fraagility parameeters. Then, establishes 3D model
m
of pipess of Chinese Experim
mental Fast Reaactor (CEFR) accident residuual heat removval system, an
nd obtains the stresses whichh are essential for callculating seism
mic fragility parameters.
p
Finnally, combineed with quantiitative methodds of seismic ffragility,
calculates the safety factors and uncertaintties of CEFR ppipeline, and obtains
o
the system seismic frragility parameeters: Am
= 2.42 g, βr = 0.36, βu = 0.444, HCLPF = 0.65 g. The reesults show thaat: the pipelinee of CEFR acccident residuall heat removal system has high seism
mic capacity.
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1. Introducction

2. Seissmic Fragillity

Liquid metal sodium is usedd as the coolan
nt of China Exxperimental Faast Reactor (CE
EFR), which is different form
m
PWR and BW
WR. The greatest advantage th
hat sodium is aas
a heat transferr medium is thhat it can keep liquid in a widde
temperature range,
r
which m
melting point is only 97.8˚˚C
and high boiliing point is 882.9˚C [1,2]. Another advanntage of liquidd sodium is its high therm
mal conductivitty
coefficient. Thherefore, the sstructural comm
mon features oof
a sodium-coolled fast reactorr are as follow
ws: high tempeerature makes structure
s
stiffnness lower and
d pipe walls aas
possible as thhin as possiblee, and at the same
s
time higgh
temperature brings
b
thermal expansion efffects. These features are bounnd to reduce sseismic capaciity of high tem
mperature equippment [1,2]. So, the pipe of CEFR accidennt
residual heat removal
r
system
m with typicaal characteristiccs
of sodium-coooled fast reactoor is chosen to study.
Seismic fraagility analysiis is a probaabilistic methood
which is usedd to evaluate reeal seismic cap
pacity of equippment, and is a key element iin seismic PSA
A, while seism
mic
fragility is onne of the two parameters used
u
to quantiffy
core damage frequency
f
(CD
DF) by seismicc events. In thhis
paper, seismicc fragility analyysis method iss researched, thhe
three-dimensioonal model off system pipin
ng is build, fragility variablees of piping off CEFR accideent residual heeat
removal systeem are quantiffied, and the capacity of thhe
piping is evaluuated.

2.1. Coonception off Seismic Fraagility

*
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a
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The seiismic fragility
y of a structurre or equipmennt is defined ass the condition
nal probabilityy of its failure at a given valuue of ground motion
m
value (ii.e., peak grouund accelerationn or peak specctral accelerattion at differennt structural or equipment frequencies)
f
[
[3,4].
The purrpose of
seismicc fragility is to
o obtain the media
m
seismic ccapacity,
random
mness and unccertainty, and the high-connfidenceof-low--probability-off-failure (HCL
LPF) capacityy under
some failure
fa
modes, and further esstimate the cappacity of
a givenn component in
n terms of a grround motion parameter. Thhe seismic fraagility is correesponded withh failure
modes, so for differeent failures theere are differennt fragility paraameters, and different
d
fragillity curves cann be obtained. Figure 1 [3] shows fragilityy curves for a component baased on doub
ble logarithmiic normal distribution
under a certain failuree mode.
In Figure
F
1, Am is the best esstimate of thee median
ground acceleration capacity, βR and
a βU are loggarithmic
standarrd deviations with
w median values 1.0 respectively.
One jobb of seismic fragility
f
is to obtain Am, βR and βU
under a determined faailure mode.

2.2. Seeismic Fragillity Model
The entire family of fragility curvees for an elem
ment correspondding to a particular failure mode
m
can be exxpressed
in term
ms of the besst estimate off the median ground
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Figu
ure 1. Mean, meedian, 5% non--exceedance, an
nd 95% non-exxceedance fragillity curves for a component.

acceleration capacity,
c
Am, and two ran
ndom variablees.
Thus, the grouund acceleratioon capacity, A, is given by (1)
[4]:
A  Am eR eU

(1)

in which eR and eU are rrandom variables with mediaan
values of 1.00, representingg, respectively
y, the inherennt
randomness about
a
the mediian and the un
ncertainty in thhe
median value.. In this modell, we assume th
hat both eR annd
eU are logno
ormally distribbuted with lo
ogarithmic stanndard deviationns,  R and U , respectiv
vely. So due tto
the assumption and the equaation (1), we can
c obtain easilly
fragility curvees for structurees or equipmen
nt, and the connditional probaability of its faiilure at a given
n value of acceleration is given by [5]:
a


1
 ln( A )  U  (Q) 
m

f '
R





(22)

1

in which Q is called confidence and  [] is the stanndard Gaussiann cumulative distribution of the term iin
brackets.

2.3. Fragilityy Analysis V
Variables and
d Their
Quantiffication Meth
hod
Before you begin to formaat your paper, first write annd
save the conttent as a separrate text file. Keep your texxt
and graphic files
f
separate until after thee text has beeen
Open Access

h
tabs, and llimit use
formattted and styled.. Do not use hard
of hardd returns to on
nly one returnn at the end off a paragraph. Do not add any
a kind of paagination anyw
where in
the papper. Do
In esstimating fragility parameteers, it is conveenient to
work inn terms of an intermediate random
r
variable called
the factor of safety. The factor off safety, F, onn ground
acceleration capacity
y above a referrence level earrthquake
specifieed for design; e.g., the safe shutdown earrthquake
level sppecified for design, A, is defi
fined as follows [3,4]:

F

A
ASSE

(3)

in whicch A is the acttual capacity on
o accelerationn motion
ground. This relation
nship is typicallly expanded tto identify the conservatism
m or factor of
o safety in bboth the
strengthh and the respo
onse, as:
F  FC FR

(4)

And so the median
n factor of safety, Fm, can bee directly
related to the median
n ground accelleration capaccity, Am,
as:
Am  Fm ASSE

(5)

For equipment,
e
the factor of saafety consists oof structure ressponse factor, equipment reesponse factor and capacity factor,
f
as:
FE  FRS FRE FC

(6)

Geneerally, the elem
ments which can
c affect structure re-
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sponse involve ground motion (such as earthquake response spectrum shape, horizontal direction peak response, and vertical component response), damping,
modeling, mode combination, time history simulation,
foundation-structure interaction, and earthquake combination. The elements which can affect equipment response, similar to the above, include qualification method, damping, modeling, mode combination, earthquake
combination. Note that in order to avoid duplicating,
earthquake combination only is considered in equipment
response [6,7].
The capacity factor FC for the equipment is the ratio of
the acceleration level at which the equipment ceases to
perform its intended function to the seismic design level.
And the factor FC can be calculated by the strength factor FS and the inelastic energy absorption factor Fμ, as (7)
[5].
FC  FS Fμ
(7)

The strength factor, FS, represents the ratio of ultimate
strength (or strength at loss-of-function) to the stress
calculated for acceleration at safety shutdown earthquake
(ASSE). In calculating the value of FS, the non-seismic
portion of the total load acting on the structure is subtracted from the strength as follows:
S  PN
FS 
(8)
PT  PN
where S is the strength of the structural element for the
specific failure mode, PN is the normal operating load
(i.e., dead load, operating temperature load, etc.) and PT
is the total load on the structure (i.e., sum of the seismic
load for SSE and the normal operating load). For higher
earthquake levels, other transients may have a high
probability of occurring simultaneously with the earthquake. The definition of in such cases should be extended to include the loads from these transients.
Randomness and uncertainty are the two important
parameters in seismic fragility analysis, so when determining the safety factors the two parameters should be
determined too [7].

3. Stress Calculation of CEFR Accident
Residual Heat Removal System Piping
3.1. Basic Condition of the Piping
CEFR accident residual heat removal system has two
loops, and one loop mainly includes an independent heat
exchanger, an air heat exchanger and piping. The layout
of one loop is as Figure 2 [2].
The material of the piping is 304H, and the size of the
piping is as Figure 2. The piping material of argon system for accident residual heat removal system is 304 L,
and the piping size is Φ48 × 4. The piping material of
sodium analysis and monitoring system for accident
Open Access

Figure 2. Layout of one loop’s piping of CEFR accident
residual heat removal system.

residual heat removal system piping is 304 H, and the
size of double piping are Φ108 × 4.5 and Φ48 × 4.

3.2. Modeling for the Piping
The finite element method is used, and the AutoPIPE
software is chosen as analysis tool. The 3D continuous
pipeline is dispersed many space tube units, and the units
are connected by nodes. The connection points of equipment and piping are taken as boundary conditions, and
the displacement is given according to the thermal expansion. The valves are simulated by valve units taking
account into the impact of the quality of electric head.
The treatment of double pipe is built two tubes, one of
which is a relatively small amount of displacement, the
pipeline where there is a shim in practice is connected
with the guide frame. The model of one loop is shown in
Figure 3.

3.3. Stress Calculation and the Selection of
Fragile Parts
To calculate the capacity factor of the piping, the stresses
generated by both normal operating conditions and safety
shutdown earthquake (SSE) load are needed, so the loads
should be applied to the model.
3.3.1. Determination and Loading of Loads
Assumed that when the earthquake occurring, the reactor
is in normal operation condition, and the system is in the
normal standby condition, so the loads on the pipe can be
determined when the earthquake occurring.
1) Loads under normal operation condition
Loads under normal operation condition include pressure
0.402 MPa, weight, the constraint force and thermal load
of 485˚C. Put the combination of these loads to the model, then can get the stress σ N .
JAMP
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Figure 3. Model of piping.

2) Loads under SSE condition
According to above assumption, loads under SSE condition include the load caused by the SSE in addition to
the loads under normal operation condition. The load
caused by the SSE can be loaded by seismic response
spectrum, which comes from reference [2]. The spectrums used in the calculation are about four high levels
22.4 m, 26.6 m, 30.8 m and 35 m, and each level has
three response spectrums, two horizontal and one vertical.
The response spectrums about 5% damping are put in the
AutoPIPE software, then the seismic response spectrum
about SSE can be determined as Figure 4.
3.3.2. Fragile Points and Their Stresses
When determining the fragile points, two methods are
used. One method is to choose the points where the stress
σSSE caused by the SSE load is the maximum, the other
is to choose the points where the stress σ N SSE caused
by both the loads in the normal operation condition and
the SSE load is maximum. The points determined by the
two methods are often not the same point, because the
thermal expansion effects have been considered in the
design stage.
The SSE load and the combination of SSE load and
the normal loads loaded on the model one after another,
the points inside and outside the pipe where the stresses
are maximum are choose respectively as Figure 5 and
Open Access

Figure 6. The fragile points and their stresses are shown
in Table 1.

4. Fragility Analysis and Calculation of
CEFR Piping
4.1. Calculation of Response Factor
Building structural response factor is calculated by NUREG0098 [8] factor median spectrum proportion and
RG1.60 [9] spectrum proportion, and the piping response
factor is calculated using the NUREG0098 median spectrum proportion and design floor response spectrum. The
calculated median factor and uncertainty are as follows:
Building located on the fifth floor structural response
median factor, randomness and uncertainty are FSR  1.0 ,
β RSR  0.31 , β USR  0.33 .
Building located on the eighth floor structural response
median factor, randomness and uncertainty are FSR  0.7,
β RSR  0.31,β USR  0.33 .
When calculating the response factor of the pipe, the
response factor is only considered in damping factor, and
the randomness and uncertainty are only considered in
other factors. The calculated damping factors and uncertainty are as follows:
The pipe located on the fifth floor damping factor and
uncertainty are FD  1.8 , β U D  0.22 ; The pipe located
on the eighth floor damping factor and uncertainty are
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Table 1. Fragile points and their stresses.
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Figure 4. seismic response spectrum by SSE.
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Figure 5. Points of inside/outside tube where stress by SSE load is maximum.

Figure 6. Points of inside/outside tube where stress by normal loads and SSE load is maximum.

FD  1.6 , β U D  0.24 .
So the piping response median factors and uncertainty
are as follows:
The pipe located on the fifth floor median factor and
uncertainty are FRE  1.8,β R RE  0.18,β URE  0.26 .
The pipe located on the eighth floor median factor and
uncertainty are FRE  1.6,β R RE  0.18,β URE  0.28 .

4.2. Calculation of Capacity Factor
The pipe material is 304 H, according to the reference [5],
the median material yield strength is 37 ksi (255 MPa),
and the uncertainty is 0.13; the median limit strength is
84 ksi (579 MPa), and the uncertainty is 0.07. According
to the standard of ASME [10], the normal loads + SSE
Open Access

load should belong to the C condition, and the allowable
limit is 2.25 times allowable yield strength, but not more
than 1.8 times ultimate strength.
The pipe failure is the ductility failure, inelastic energy
absorption should be considered. The inelastic energy
absorption factor is choose form reference [11], Fμ =
1.25, then the uncertainty is calculated, β U μ = 0.1. The
strength factors of the pipe are calculated by eq-8, where
the strength is 574 MPa, PN is σ N , and PT  PN is
σSSE . The calculated strength factor, capacity factor and
uncertainty are shown in Table 2.

4.3. Fragility Analysis and Calculation for Piping
According to above equations and data, the fragility
JAMP
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Table 2. Quantification results of capacity factor, strength factor and uncertainty.
loads

Outside tube (MPa)

points

Inside tube (MPa)
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C
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0.16
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0.16
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Figure 7. Fragility curves of the piping.

parameters of the lower capacity point conservatively
selected as the fragility parameters of piping, the final
fragility parameters of piping are as follow:

Am  Fm ASSE  2.42  g 
β R  β R SR 2  β R RE 2  0.36
βU  βU SR 2  βU RE 2  βU C 2  0.44
HCLPF50  A m e 1.65β R e 1.65β U  0.65  g 

Figure 7 shows the fragility curves of piping according to the calculated fragility parameters.

5. Conclusions
This paper studies the analysis method of seismic fragility, and using the method to calculate the seismic fragility parameters for the piping of CEFR accident residual
heat removal system. The main results are as follows:
1) The calculated seismic fragility parameters for the
piping of CEFR accident residual heat removal system
are Am = 2.42 g, βr = 0.36 and βu = 0.44, and the HCLPF
capacity is 0.65 g.
2) Compared with CEFR SSE, the results indicate that
the piping of CEFR accident residual heat removal system has stronger seismic capacity.
Open Access

3) This paper has used the NUREG0098 reference
spectrum, rather than the actual site probability hazard
curve, which must cause the calculated results different
from actual values.
4) In this paper, the data of some safety factors and
uncertainty are recommended by references, and these
data are different form real data of power plant, which is
the focus of future research too.
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